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A 60 GHz Frequency Generator Based on a 20 GHz

Oscillator and an Implicit Multiplier
Zhirui Zong, Student Member, IEEE, Masoud Babaie, Student Member, IEEE,

and Robert Bogdan Staszewski, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a mm-wave frequency genera-
tion technique that improves its phase noise (PN) performance
and power efficiency. The main idea is that a fundamental 20 GHz
signal and its sufficiently strong third harmonic at 60 GHz are gen-
erated simultaneously in a single oscillator. The desired 60 GHz
local oscillator (LO) signal is delivered to the output, whereas the
20 GHz signal can be fed back for phase detection in a phase-
locked loop. Third-harmonic boosting and extraction techniques
are proposed and applied to the frequency generator. A proto-
type of the proposed frequency generator is implemented in digital
40 nm CMOS. It exhibits a PN of −100 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz off-
set from 57.8 GHz and provides 25% frequency tuning range
(TR). The achieved figure-of-merit (FoM) is between 179 and
182 dBc/Hz.

Index Terms—60 GHz, frequency divider, harmonic boost-
ing, harmonic extraction, implicit multiplier, mm-wave, oscillator,
phase noise (PN), PLL, transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH DATA-RATE wireless communications in the unli-

censed 60 GHz band have recently aroused a great

interest. Complex modulation and coding schemes employed

there require low distortion, leading to strict specifications on

a transmit (TX) error vector magnitude (EVM). For exam-

ple, the IEEE 802.11ad standard requires a TX EVM of −21
dB for a 16 QAM modulation [1], which sets stringent phase

noise (PN) requirement on the local oscillators (LOs) [2], [3].

Wide tuning range (TR) is also necessary to cover the speci-

fied frequency bands (e.g., 57–65 GHz) with margin for process

and temperature spreads. Meanwhile, long battery lifetime calls

for high power efficiency, thus high figure-of-merit (FoM).

Unfortunately, 60 GHz frequency generation in CMOS has

typically suffered from poor PN, limited TR, and high power

consumption [4]–[9].

Several mm-wave frequency synthesizer architectures have

been reported and can be categorized into three groups [7]:

1) a PLL with a fundamental oscillator [4]–[7]; 2) a low-

frequency PLL together with a frequency multiplier [8]–[10];
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and 3) a PLL with N -push oscillators [11]–[13]. In the

first architecture [Fig. 1(a)] [4]–[7], the mm-wave oscillators

and high-frequency dividers are the key design challenges

[14]–[19]. The difficulties of 60 GHz oscillators are: 1) the par-

asitic capacitance of active devices takes up a large share of the

relatively small tank capacitance, thus limiting the frequency

TR; 2) to achieve a TR of >15%, the poor Q-factor of the tuning

capacitance dominates the Q-factor of the 60 GHz resonator,

thus limiting the achievable PN. The 60 GHz frequency dividers

must achieve large locking range to ensure sufficient overlap

with the oscillator TR under PVT variations. However, there

is a strong tradeoff between the locking range and the power

consumption [17]–[19]. Recently, several injection-locked fre-

quency dividers were reported with large locking range and low

power consumption, but at the cost of large silicon area [20],

[21]. The aforementioned design challenges in the oscillators

and frequency dividers are relieved in PLLs based on fre-

quency multipliers [Fig. 1(b)] [8]–[10]. However, the 60 GHz

frequency multipliers in this architecture typically have limited

locking range, or consume large power, in order to achieve large

locking range [10], [22]–[24]. In PLLs with N -push oscilla-

tors [as shown in Fig. 1(c) for N = 2] [11]–[13], the frequency

dividers operate at 60/N GHz, and frequency multipliers are

avoided. However, this oscillator type suffers from low out-

put power and mismatches among the N oscillators if N > 2.

Among this type, push–push oscillators are the most common

and easiest to implement. However, the required large common-

mode (CM) swing can increase the 1/f noise upconversion [25].

Moreover, the conversion from single-ended CM signal to a

differential output may introduce large phase error [11].

To alleviate the design challenges for mm-wave oscillators

and dividers without shifting more stress onto other blocks, a

60 GHz frequency generation technique based on a 20 GHz

oscillator and an implicit ×3 frequency multiplier [26] is pro-

posed in this paper. As a result, the 60 GHz LO signal is

delivered to the output, while its ÷3 version is destined to be

used for phase detection in the feedback path of a PLL. Fig. 1

summarizes the evolution of 60 GHz PLLs, and introduces

in Fig. 1(d) a new PLL architecture that employs the pro-

posed 20/60 GHz generator. To realize that goal, third-harmonic

boosting and extraction techniques are proposed and applied

to a 20 GHz transformer-based dual-resonance oscillator. The

third-harmonic techniques have been exploited in single-GHz

oscillators to shape the oscillation waveforms for a better PN

performance [27], [28]. However, instead of acting as an aux-

iliary therein, the third-harmonic component in our work is the

signal of interest. Its direct extraction and utilization require

precise control of the harmonic generation process. Therefore,

0018-9200 © 2016 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the mm-wave PLL architecture. PLL with (a) fundamental oscillator; (b) frequency multiplier; and (c) push–push oscillator. (d) Proposed

PLL with harmonic boosting and extraction.

a detailed insight into its operational principle is given. Further,

the PN mechanism for the oscillator with two resonant peaks

is investigated, and a corresponding PN analysis approach is

developed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the

basic idea of the proposed 20/60 GHz generator, as well as

the third-harmonic boosting and extraction techniques. Detailed

PN analysis is presented in Section III. Then, Section IV

brings more insights into the operational principles of the third-

harmonic tuned oscillators. The experimental results are given

in Section V.

II. THIRD-HARMONIC BOOSTING AND EXTRACTION

The basic concept of this work is to simultaneously gener-

ate both 20 GHz and a significant level of its third harmonic

at 60 GHz inside a 20 GHz oscillator. The generated 60 GHz

signal is fed forward to a buffer with natural bandpass filtering,

whereas the 20 GHz signal is fed back for phase detection after

further frequency division, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Since buffers

are typically needed for LO distribution in any mm-wave

transceivers, there is no extra circuitry cost in the proposed

solution. Consequently, the ideal ×3 functionality is inherent

such that no physical divider or multiplier operating at the

60 GHz is needed anymore. This should lead to an improvement

in the power efficiency of 60 GHz frequency synthesizers.

Since the oscillator runs at the fundamental frequency of

20 GHz, its resonant tank achieves a better Q-factor than at

60 GHz, which leads to a better PN performance. Moreover,

the tank has a larger inductance (L) and capacitance (C). This

increases the variable portion of the total tank capacitance and

the frequency TR.

A. Third-Harmonic Boosting Techniques

To generate the third harmonic, one possible approach is to

use multiple series-connected LC-tanks resonating at the fun-

damental and third harmonic [21], [27]. The multiple inductors

occupy large area. Since the two resonances have the same

phase response and transconductance gain in the oscillation

loop, undesired oscillation at the auxiliary resonance could be

triggered by increasing the level of third harmonic. Therefore,

it appears problematic in our case.

A more compact implementation would be a transformer-

based dual-tank resonator. The L and C ratios in primary and

secondary windings were optimized in [28] to realize funda-

mental oscillation and its third-harmonic resonance. However,

the third harmonic generated there is relatively weak (∼15%

of the fundamental tone); therefore, to make it sufficiently

stronger, a high-gain buffering amplifier would be needed. This

implies a large power consumption, which would negate the

effectiveness of the proposed architecture. Moreover, thick-

oxide transistors were used in [28] due to reliability concerns.

In the technology at hand, cut-off frequency (fT ) of the thick-

oxide device is <40 GHz. To provide sufficient gm for the

startup of oscillation, either larger power consumption or larger

transistor size (i.e., larger parasitic capacitance) would be

required. Consequently, thick-oxide device is avoided in this

design. In order to reduce the required gain of the following

buffer stage, a much stronger third harmonic must be provided

by the oscillator. This paper proposes such a harmonic boosting

technique.

Simplified diagram of the proposed mm-wave oscillator and

its operational principle are shown in Fig. 2. IDH1,3, Rp1,3, and

VDH1,3 represent the tank’s current, equivalent parallel resis-

tance, and voltage, respectively, of the first- and third-harmonic

components. According to the linear model of oscillators,

the oscillation amplitude at the first and third harmonics is

determined by the current component and tank impedance at

their respective frequencies. To achieve a larger VDH3/VDH1,

there are two possible options: 1) increasing IDH3/IDH1 or

2) increasing Rp3/Rp1. The IDH3/IDH1 is typically fixed for

a certain type of oscillator (e.g., 0.33 for class-B and 0.2 for

class-C). Consequently, larger Rp3/Rp1 is desired. On the other

hand, the equivalent Q-factor (Qeq) at the two resonant frequen-

cies affect the oscillator performance dramatically. High Qeq

at ωosc promotes low PN, while low Qeq at 3ωosc is appreci-

ated for better tolerance to the possible frequency misalignment

between the second resonance and 3ωosc. Moreover, large Rp1

is beneficial for low power consumption.
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Fig. 2. (a) Simplified diagram and (b) operational principle of the proposed oscillator.

Fig. 3. Dependency of (a) tank impedance on km (1) and (b) Qeq on km from (3).

The tank impedance of this oscillator can be derived as

Ztank(jω) =

1
1

jωLp

(

1 +
ω2LsCsk

2
m

1− ω2LsCs + jωCsrs

)

+ rp

+ jωCp

. (1)

Since it is a two-port dual-tank oscillator, its equivalent Q
is not so straightforward to estimate as in traditional one-port

resonators. The equivalent Q-factor (Qeq) is derived from the

phase response of the open-loop transfer function vs/vin [29]

Hol(jω) =
vs (jω)

vin (jω)
= −Gm · Ztrans (jω) (2)

Ztrans(jω) =

jωM

(1+jωCprp−ω2LpCp) (1+jωCsrs−ω2LsCs)−ω4M2CpCs

(3)

Qeq =
ω

2
·

∣

∣

∣

∣

d[∡Hol (jω)]

dω

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
1+αpαs · k

2
m − αpαs

αp

Qp

+ αs

Qs

−αpαs

(

1
Qp

+ 1
Qs

)

(4)

where Ztrans(jω) is the trans-impedance from primary to sec-

ondary winding in the tank, αp = ω2LpCp, αs = ω2LsCs, Qp

and Qs are the Q-factors for each winding (i.e., Qp = ωLp/rp
and Qs = ωLs/rs). The two resonances (ωL and ωH ) appear at

the frequencies where Im[Ztrans(jω)] = 0. For a transformer-

based dual-tank resonator, αp,s < 1 is always true at the

low-frequency resonance (i.e., ω = ωL). At the high-frequency

resonance (ω = ωH ), αp,s > 1/
√

1− k2m. From (4), we can

conclude that increasing km can result in higher Qeq at ω = ωL.

However, Qeq at ω = ωH will be lower with larger km.

The above analysis shows that km affects both the tank

impedance (Ztank) and Qeq. Based on (1) and (4), the rela-

tionships at ωosc and 3ωosc on km are shown in Fig. 3. In

the calculations, Lp and Ls are kept constant, whereas Cp and

Cs are tuned to achieve the fundamental and third-harmonic

resonances for each km value. As we can see in Fig. 3,

Rp1 decreases with smaller km, while Rp3 behaves opposite.

Therefore, smaller km is desired for larger Rp3/Rp1. However,

larger km is required for high Qeq at ωosc and low Qeq at

3ωosc. By reducing km for larger Rp3/Rp1, both the PN perfor-

mance and the tolerance to the possible frequency misalignment

between the second resonance and 3ωosc will be degraded.

Moreover, due to the smaller Rp1, larger power consumption is

required to achieve the same oscillation amplitude with reduced

km. As a tradeoff between large third harmonic and optimal

oscillator performance, km = 0.61 is chosen for Rp3/Rp1 >1

with sufficient Qeq and Rp1.

A concern might arise that the oscillation could happen at ωH

(∼60 GHz) rather than at ωL (∼20 GHz) due to Rp3 > Rp1.

Start-up conditions are examined to ensure that the oscillation

can only happen at ωL, even if Rp3 > Rp1: Barkhausen’s phase

and gain criteria should be satisfied for a stable oscillation.

Referring to (2) and (3), there is no zero between the two pairs

of conjugate poles (±ωL and ±ωH ) in Hol(jω), which makes

this oscillation loop different from [27]. Analysis and simula-

tions show that the open-loop phase response ∡ Hol(jω) = 0◦

at ωL = ωosc, while ∡ Hol(jω) = −180◦ at ωH = 3ωosc, as

shown in Fig. 4. The phase criterion is satisfied only at ωL.

At ωH , the phase response is −180◦, which implies a nega-

tive feedback. Therefore, only one stable oscillation mode at

∼20 GHz is possible here. This phenomenon also explains the

behavior of Qeq in Fig. 3. Since the fundamental components at

both windings are in-phase, its Qeq at ω = ωosc benefits from
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Fig. 4. Simulated open-loop phase response of vs/vin in the oscillator.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the third-harmonic boosting oscillator.

the mutual inductance. However, because the third-harmonics

at both windings are antiphase, Qeq at ω = 3ωosc decreases

with larger km.

Moreover, the transformer tank provides different voltage

gain at these two frequencies. The magnitude response of vs/vp
is investigated. At ∼20 GHz, the transformer tank exhibits a

voltage gain of 2.2 (6.85 dB); whereas, at ∼60 GHz, it has a

voltage gain of 0.24 (−12.40 dB). This property filters out the

third harmonic in the secondary winding.

Circuit implementation of the proposed third-harmonic

boosting oscillator is shown in Fig. 5. A 1:2 transformer

(km = 0.61) together with 4 bit binary-weighted switched

MOM capacitor banks in both primary and secondary windings

comprises the resonant tank. By changing the separation space

between primary and secondary windings, km is adjusted to the

desired value. Cs provides coarse tuning, while Cp adjusts the

second resonance close to 3ωosc. LSB sizes of the switched-

capacitor step (∆C) are 3.5 fF for Cp and 5.8 fF for Cs. To

mitigate the breakdown stress on the core transistors while

avoiding thick-oxide devices, a lower supply voltage of VDD =
0.7 V is used.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated tank impedance for the com-

plete design. In this case, Rp1 = 102Ω and Rp3 = 129Ω. The

oscillation waveforms are shown in Fig. 7 and reveal that

the third harmonic (VDH3) to fundamental component (VDH1)

Fig. 6. Tank input impedance with km = 0.61.

Fig. 7. Simulated oscillation waveforms at drain and gate nodes.

ratio is ∼40% at the drain nodes. Simulated differential ampli-

tude of the third-harmonic tone varies from 350 to 510 mV

across the frequency. A sinusoidal waveform at the fundamental

frequency is restored at the gate nodes.

B. Third-Harmonic Extraction

With the above third-harmonic boosting techniques, the

oscillator is able to generate a significant harmonic amplitude at

∼60 GHz in addition to the fundamental tone at ∼20 GHz. To

obtain a clean output spectrum at 60 GHz, the fundamental tone

needs to be filtered out. LO buffers, which are commonly found

in 60 GHz transceivers, are good bandpass filters by nature and

are able to provide such filtering capabilities.

A common-source amplifier with transformer loading is

designed as one buffer stage, as highlighted in Fig. 8(a). At the

output of this stage, the simulated fundamental harmonic rejec-

tion ratio is 14–25 dB across 48–64 GHz, as shown in Fig. 8(b).

It is comparable to or better than that of many wideband

injection-locked frequency triplers (ILFTs) [30]. This stage

consumes 10.5 mA from 1 V supply. No extra cost (e.g., the

gain or driving capability) is incurred to obtain such an HRR.

The presence of 20 GHz tone may create several side effects.

Inside the amplifier stage, the two-tone (i.e., 20/60 GHz) input

could result in harmonic-mixing products. High-order nonlin-

earities are weak and not a concern. The second and fourth

harmonics are closest to the 60 GHz band, but are still 20 GHz

away. Moreover, they are generated through the second-order

nonlinearity, which can only express itself as a CM distortion.

The CM second harmonic at the oscillator output, at ∼18% of
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of the three-stage power amplifier and (b)–(d) simulated fundamental HRR for the each amplifier stage.

the fundamental tone level (see VD1 in Fig. 7), is also a har-

monic source. A large resistor (Rb2 = 1.5 kΩ) is placed at the

center-tap of VB2 to prevent the CM signal from propagating

to the next stage. However, any unavoidable slight asymmetry

in the layout of the oscillator and amplifier could result in some

weak conversion from the CM to differential output.

With EM-extracted passives, postlayout simulations show

that the second and fourth-harmonic levels are <−40 and

<−55.8 dBc, respectively, at the differential output of the first

amplifier stage over the TR. They are low enough and far away

from the 60 GHz band. Therefore, harmonic distortion is not

an issue.

At the output of the buffer/amplifier stage, the residual

20 GHz in the 60 GHz LO signal may cause several types of

concerns at the system level. One is the out-of-band emission in

transmitters (TXs), which should be < −30 dBc at >3.06 GHz

offset as specified in [1], and < −40 dBm per FCC regulations

[31]. The 60 GHz PLLs will drive upconversion mixers in I/Q

TXs, or directly drive PAs in polar TXs. Multistage PAs are typ-

ically needed to deliver a sufficient output power [32]–[35]. To

satisfy the out-of-band emission mask, the LC tank in upconver-

sion mixers and multistage matching network in the PAs should

provide enough suppression of the 20 GHz residual to mini-

mize its transmission. Two extra amplifier stages are added in

this design [shown in Fig. 8(a)] to verify the adequacy of the

natural filtering capability of the TX chain [36]. The simulated

20 GHz HRRs at the output of each amplifier stage are shown

in Fig. 8(b)–(d).

Another concern is the 20 GHz blocker tolerance on the

receiver side. Any incident 20 GHz out-of-band blocker is

significantly attenuated by the antenna and LNA matching net-

work. Due to the residual 20 GHz in LO, a 20 GHz blocker

will have a nonzero conversion gain in the down-conversion

mixer. With the worst case HRR of −14 dB, the 20 GHz

blocker has a conversion gain which is 20 dB lower than that

at 60 GHz. In a typical 60 GHz receiver [37], with a 20 GHz

blocker level as high as −30 dBm, the down-converted blocker

power is well below the receiver’s sensitivity. The above analy-

sis also explains the reasons why the ILFTs, which face similar

scenarios as in this design, have found their use in 60 GHz

transceivers [32], [33], [35].

III. PN ANALYSIS

The linear time-variant (LTV) PN model [38] predicts that

the PN of an LC-tank oscillator at an offset frequency ∆ω is

L(∆ω) = 10 log10

( ∑

i NL,i

2 q2max ∆ω2

)

(5)

where NL,i is the power of the perturbation generated by the

ith noise current source, and qmax is the maximum charge dis-

placement in the tank capacitance. In the case at hand, there are

mainly two noise sources that will be converted into PN: 1) res-

onant tank losses and 2) the channel noise of the active devices

(M1/M2).

Complexity arises from the fact that there are now two res-

onances (i.e., 20/60 GHz) in the tank. We can no longer rely

on the general approach that models the tank losses as a fixed

resistance together with a corresponding current noise source

in-parallel to the LC tank. The mechanism of how the two

resonant peaks affect the PN is investigated in this section.

Regarding the PN contributed from the oscillator core tran-

sistors (M1/M2), the periodically time-varying gm and gds
indicate that these noise sources are cyclostationary. Their cal-

culation is discussed later. The oscillator noise sources are

shown in Fig. 9. The Req is frequency-dependent to reflect the

tank’s multiresonance.
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Fig. 9. Equivalent noise sources in the oscillator.

Fig. 10. Simulated ISF function at the drain nodes.

Prior to the detailed PN analysis and calculations, the ISF

function is obtained through simulations. By injecting current

pulses at the drain of M1/M2 (node A/B in Fig. 9) throughout

the oscillation period and measuring the resulting phase shift

after settling, the ISF function is extracted and shown in Fig. 10.

ISF ≈ 0 in the area when the drain waveform is in the bottom

flat region (see the waveform VD1 in Fig. 7). As the rising tran-

sition is faster than falling transition, the ISF is larger at the

negative side than at the positive side. It reveals that more circuit

noise will be converted to PN during the falling transitions.

A. Tank Noise Upconversion

In our oscillator design, the second resonant impedance at

∼60 GHz is boosted deliberately for a larger third-harmonic

magnitude. However, up to this point, the mechanism of how

the coexisting two resonant peaks affect the PN has not been

discussed.

With Fourier series decomposition, the phase perturbation

due to the noise source in(t) is

φtank(t) =
1

qmax

·

∫ t

−∞

in(τ) ·

∞
∑

m=0

cm·cos(mωoτ)dτ (6)

Fig. 11. Conversion of tank thermal noise into PN.

where cm (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .) is the Fourier series coefficient

of the ISF function Γ(ωot). For close-in PN at an offset ∆ω
(∆ω ≪ ωo), only the noise at mωo ±∆ω will be converted to

PN. Since power spectral density (PSD) of the tank noise source

is nonuniformly distributed, it is necessary to divide the spec-

trum into separate bands around mωo ±∆ω. Each individual

band experiences a different conversion factor (cm) during the

conversion process from circuit noise to PN. Fig. 11 illustrates

such conversion in the frequency domain.

Consequently, the effective noise power generated by the

tank losses is

N tank = 2 ·

(

c21
2

·
4kT

Rp1/2
+

c23
2

·
4kT

Rp3/2

)

(7)

where the factor of 2 accounts for the two single-ended noise

sources in the differential oscillator. With stronger third har-

monic, c3 is larger. It facilitates the conversion from tank noise

at third-harmonic frequency to PN.

B. Channel Noise Upconversion

In [28], the effective transconductance (GMEF ) and con-

ductance (GDSEF ), which was originally derived from the

equivalence in the analysis of average power dissipation [39],

was adopted in the PN analysis. The cyclostationary properties

of the channel noise sources were not fully considered in the PN

analysis and calculations. This approach has greatly simplified

the analysis process, but has partially omitted the strong corre-

lation between the ISF function and the channel noise PSD. In

some cases, the simplification error might be large.

The periodic time-varying gm(t) and gds(t) in our design are

shown in Fig. 12. Without losing general applicability, the con-

version process from cyclostationary channel noise in,Gm(t)
to PN is equivalent to that of a stationary white noise source

in0,Gm(t) with an effective ISF to account for the time-varying

effects of in,Gm(t) [38]

i
2

n0,Gm(t) = 4kT · γ ·max[gm(t)] (8)

ΓGm,eff(ωot) = Γ(ωot) ·

√

gm(t)

max[gm(t)]
. (9)

Fig. 13(a) shows the corresponding effective ISF for the chan-

nel noise in0,Gm(t). Most of the PN conversion happens during
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Fig. 12. Simulated time-varying transconductance and channel conductance of

the core transistors in oscillator.

Fig. 13. Effective ISF function for the noise from (a) transconductance gm(t)
and (b) channel conductance gds(t).

the rising and falling transitions. The effective noise power

generated from gm of the core devices (M1 and M2) is

NGm = 2 · Γ2
Gm,eff,rms · i

2
n0,Gm(t) = 0.6 ·Ntank. (10)

The same approach is also applied to the PN generated from

gds of the core devices. Its equivalent ISF is shown in Fig. 13(b).

The effective noise power converted from this part is

NGds = 2 · Γ2
Gds,eff,rms · i

2
n0,Gds(t) = 0.41 ·Ntank. (11)

In our case, the total PN generated from the channel noise of

the core devices happens to be approximately the same as the

PN generated from the tank losses. As we can see in Fig. 13, the

conversion from channel noise to PN mainly happens during

the transitions. When the transistors work in the deep triode

region, the channel resistance is low. Due to the absence of a

tail current source, the small channel resistance will load the

tank. However, since ISF ≈ 0 during this interval, the effective

Fig. 14. Comparison between the simulated and the analytical PN results.

ISF is small. This alleviates the concerns that the small channel

resistance in the deep triode region will deteriorate the PN.

To verify the validity of the PN analysis presented above,

the derived equations are compared against simulations in

SpectreRF at 20 GHz fundamental carrier, as shown in Fig. 14.

Within the 20 dB/dec region, the difference between the calcu-

lated and the simulated PN is merely 1.3 dB, testifying to the

accuracy of the presented PN analysis. Furthermore, Fig. 14

shows that the PN at the extracted 60 GHz carrier is 9.5 dB

higher (as predicted) than at the 20 GHz signal.

IV. MORE ON THE OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF THE

PROPOSED OSCILLATOR

A. Phase Shift in the Oscillation Loop

In traditional single-port LC oscillators, there is no phase

shift expected between the drain current and the voltage wave-

forms. In our oscillator, there are two ports (i.e., primary and

secondary windings) inside the oscillation loop. Ideally, the

phase shift across the two ports (vs and vp) would be 180◦ for

ωL = ωosc and 0◦ for ωH = 3ωosc. The gate and drain wave-

forms are expected to be antiphase, and the phases of the first

and third harmonics in the drain waveform should be exactly

aligned. However, the waveforms shown in Fig. 7 indicate that

there is some unexpected phase shift between VG1 and VD1, and

also between the first and third harmonics in VD1.

This phenomenon indicates that the two-port transformer-

based resonator exhibits nonideal phase response. To get an

insight into this phenomenon, the transfer function from pri-

mary to secondary windings is derived

vs
vp

= −
km ·

√

Ls/Lp

1− αs(1− k2m) +
αs

QpQs

+ j

(

αs

Qp

+
αs

Qs

−
1

Qp

) .

(12)

Fig. 15 shows the phase response of vs/vp at ωL and ωH for

km = 0−0.8. As we can see, ∡vs/vp is never exactly 180◦ at

ωL, and also never exactly 0◦ at ωH . The nonideal phase shift

decreases with larger km at ωL, while it behaves the opposite

at ωH . To achieve an open-loop ∡vs/vin as shown in Fig. 4,

the phase response of vp/vin needs to provide an extra phase

shift to compensate for the ∡vs/vp nonideality. To realize that,
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Fig. 15. Phase response of the transformer-based two-port resonant tank at

fundamental and third-harmonic frequencies.

Fig. 16. Simulated dependency of VDH3/VDH1 ratio on Rp3/Rp1.

we recognize that the tank’s input impedance Ztank is not a pure

resistance at ωL and ωH , so the phase shift is generated between

the current and the voltage waveforms at drain nodes. It is per-

haps counter-intuitive at first glance. Tracing it to the source,

it is the leakage inductance and the ohmic losses within each

winding that contribute to the extra phase shift. Referring to

(1), the phase of Ztank at ωL (∡Zp1) and ωH (∡Zp3) is calcu-

lated and plotted in Fig. 15. As expected, ∡Zp1 and ∡Zp3 can

fully compensate for the nonideal phase difference introduced

in the vs/vp transfer path.

The nonzero ∡Zp1 and ∡Zp3 result in the phase shift

between the gate and the drain voltage. The difference between

∡Zp1 and ∡Zp3 will contribute to phase misalignment between

the 20/60 GHz components. Since ∡Zp1 > 0 and ∡Zp3 < 0,

the fundamental component always leads the third harmonic.

By tuning the second resonance ωH to a proper frequency that

is above 3ωosc, it would be possible to make ∡Zp3 = ∡Zp1

and therefore eliminate that phase misalignment. However, the

original reactive power balance between L and C in the steady-

state oscillation tank would be perturbed. The third harmonic

of the drain current has to flow through the inductive part in

Ztrans(jω), and it can facilitate the flicker noise to PN con-

version [25], [40]. Simulations also show that the flicker noise

corner and the close-in PN get worse in that case.

Although the nonzero ∡Zp1 and ∡Zp3 create waveform mis-

alignment, the reactance part happens to be just a small portion

Fig. 17. Proposed layout for the transformer-based dual-tank oscillator.

Fig. 18. Chip micrograph; the core area is 0.13 mm2.

of Zp1 and Zp3 in our design. Without sacrificing the accuracy,

we assume that Rp1 ≈ |Zp1| and Rp3 ≈ |Zp3| for simplicity in

the PN analysis in Section III.

B. Amount of Third Harmonic: Bounded or Not?

From Section II, we know that the VDH3/VDH1 ratio has a

positive correlation with Rp3/Rp1. This begs a question: Will

VDH3/VDH1 be unbounded with an ever-increasing Rp3/Rp1?

In the linear oscillator model, the drain current will only

flow through the tank impedance represented by Rp. The

third-harmonic amplitude is, therefore, proportional to Rp3.

Therefore, until now, the answer seems to be affirmative. This

model assumes that the oscillation state is time-invariant over

the oscillation period. However, in our design, the absence of an

ideal current source forces the proposed oscillator to somewhat

deviate from the classical linear model.
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Fig. 19. Measured PN at 57.8 GHz.

Due to the lack of good isolation between the transistors and

ground, the tank can directly see the loading effects of the chan-

nel resistance. M1/M2 traverse through different operational

regions (saturation, triode, and shut off) over the oscillation

period, and the channel conductance (gds) varies dramatically.

Fig. 12 shows the typical gds(t) of M1/M2 in our design. When

the large fundamental-harmonic swing drives the transistor into

deep triode (during 0.1–0.4 T in Fig. 7), the transistor behaves

like a small resistor that conducts the drain node to ground. The

inductor L stops commuting its current with the tank capacitors

C, but instead leaks the current to ground through the small

channel resistance. Therefore, the oscillation states are forced

to change. Due to the time-variant nature of the oscillator [41],

the linear model fails to characterize it. During this interval

within each period, the oscillation waveform is enforced to flat-

ten. This phenomenon will limit the maximum achievable third

harmonic.

Simulations have been carried out to verify this hypothesis.

In Fig. 16, Rp1 and VDH1 are controlled to be constant, while

Rp3 is swept. When Rp3/Rp1 < 1.5, VDH3/VDH1 increases

dramatically with growing Rp3/Rp1. However, VDH3/VDH1

starts to saturate after Rp3/Rp1 > 1.5. Therefore, keeping on

increasing Rp3/Rp1 cannot increase VDH3/VDH1 indefinitely.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed mm-wave

frequency generation scheme, the third-harmonic boosting

oscillator together with the three-stage 60 GHz output ampli-

fier is prototyped in TSMC 40 nm 1P7M LP CMOS. The 1:2

transformer in the oscillator uses a 3.5 µm ultra-thick metal

(UTM) layer. Its km is designed to be 0.61. The differen-

tial self-inductance of primary and secondary windings is 150

and 390 pH, respectively. The Q-factors for primary and sec-

ondary windings are similar, and Qp ≈ Qs = 15 at 20 GHz.

The switched-capacitors’ Q is 25 at 20 GHz. In total, an overall

Q of 10.5 is achieved at 20 GHz for the entire tank.

The dual-tank oscillator requires special care in layout. The

dense interconnects to the two capacitor banks around the

core transistors may contribute an extra parasitic inductance

and undesired magnetic coupling. Therefore, the layout rout-

ing should be optimized to minimize the undesired coupling

between the two capacitor banks. Due to the relatively small

tank inductance and capacitance, it is sensitive to the lay-

out asymmetry and parasitics. This makes the layout routing

challenging. A layout topology is proposed in Fig. 17. The

transformers in the matching network of the three amplifier

stages use the UTM layer for primary windings and 1.45µm

aluminum capping layer for secondary windings. The chip

micrograph is shown in Fig. 18.

An R&S FSUP50 signal source analyzer is used with an

external mixer to measure the oscillator’s PN, whose plot is

shown in Fig. 19 at 57.8 GHz. The oscillator’s power consump-

tion is 24 and 13.5 mW with and without the first amplifier

stage, respectively. At 1 MHz offset, the PN is −100.1 dBc/Hz,

which is the best ever reported in CMOS. The 1/f3 PN corner

is 920 kHz. The 60 GHz frequency generator achieves a 25%

TR from 48.4 to 62.5 GHz.

To verify the suppression of the fundamental tone at

∼20 GHz, the spectrum is measured around the 58.75 GHz

carrier and also from 0 to 50 GHz, as shown in Fig. 20.

At 1 V supply, the three-stage amplifier delivers a maximum

of +6 dBm to the 50 Ω load while consuming 58 mW. The
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Fig. 20. Measured spectrum at (a) 58.75 GHz and (b) 0–50 GHz.

output power across the oscillator’s TR is shown in Fig. 21(a).

Since wideband amplifiers are not the focus in this work, the

bandwidth of the amplifiers is not large enough to cover the

oscillator’s 25% TR, hence the drop in amplitude at <54 GHz.

The literature offers a number of wideband techniques [45] to

extend the amplifier bandwidth. The measured power of the

∼20 GHz fundamental is −56.5 dBm, which is 62 dB below

the carrier. The second harmonic at ∼40 GHz is visible at
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Fig. 21. Measured power level at (a) 60 GHz band; (b) fundamental frequency;

and (c) second harmonic.

−51.5 dBm, which is −57 dBc. The leakage power level of

the fundamental and second-harmonic tone at the output across

the TR is shown in Figs. 21(b) and (c). When the amplifiers

are supplied at a reduced VDD = 0.7 V, they deliver 0 dBm

maximum while consuming 22 mW. The HRR varies only 3 dB

when changing VDD between 0.7 and 1 V. The fundamental and

second-harmonic power levels satisfy the out-of-band emission

mask in IEEE 802.11ad [1] and FCC regulations [31] with suf-

ficient margin. This demonstrates that with the natural filtering

from a multistage PA in the TX, the 20 GHz residual emission

is not an issue.

Fig. 22 shows the PN at 1 MHz offset and the corresponding

FoM across the 25% TR. In Fig. 22(b), the power consumption

of the first amplifier stage (10.5 mW from 1 V) is included in

the FoM calculation. When taking the total power consump-

tion of the three amplifier stages (22 mW from 0.7 V) into

account, the FoM drops by 1.7 dB. The PN varies between

−98.8 and −100.1 dBc/Hz. The corresponding FoM changes

between 179 and 181.9 dBc/Hz across the frequency range.

Since the switched capacitors have lower Q-factor in on-state,

the FoM at lower frequencies decreases.

Compared to traditional 60 GHz oscillators, the proposed

solution offers several advantages. Larger L and C of the

Fig. 22. (a) Measured PN at 1 MHz offset and (b) corresponding FoM across

the TR.

tank lowers its sensitivity to parasitics, thus resulting in wider

TR. The relatively small contribution of the nonlinear para-

sitic capacitance from the core transistors points to less 1/f
noise upconversion. Oscillation at 20 GHz benefits from a bet-

ter Q-factor of the resonant tank. The third-harmonic injection

reduces the ISF value, thus lowering the PN.

Table I summarizes the performance of the proposed 60 GHz

frequency generator and compares it with the relevant state-of-

the-art. The PN is the best, and advances state-of-the-art by

4.3 dB at 1 MHz offset. Since the output of the first ampli-

fier stage could not be directly probed in this chip, two sets

of FoM and FoMT are included: 1) with the power consump-

tion of the first amplifier stage at VDD = 1.0 V and 2) with the

total power consumption of the three amplifier stages at VDD =
0.7 V. Compared to state-of-the-art designs which also include

60 GHz frequency dividers/multipliers [6], [11], [24], [42],

[44], our achieved FoM and FoMT are, respectively, >3 and

>5 dB better.

VI. CONCLUSION

A 60 GHz frequency generator based on third-harmonic

boosting and extraction is proposed to improve power efficiency

and PN performance of a 60 GHz PLL. A harmonic boost-

ing technique is described and applied to a 20 GHz oscillator

to increase its third-harmonic level. Analysis of the oscilla-

tor operational principles are provided for better performance

optimization. PN mechanism is investigated and an analysis

approach is developed to account for the multiple tank reso-

nances as well as the time-varying channel noise. The undesired

fundamental tone at 20 GHz is suppressed by the fundamental

HRR inherent with the oscillator buffer stage, and the 60 GHz

component appears amplified at the output. Prototyped in 40 nm

CMOS, the frequency generator advances the state-of-the-art
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART 60 GHZ OUTPUT OSCILLATOR SYSTEMS

1Including the power consumption of the first buffer/amplifier stage (10.5 mW) at VDD = 1.0 V.
2Including the total power consumption of the three amplifier stages (22 mW) delivering 0 dBm at VDD = 0.7 V.
3Power consumption of the 60 GHz frequency divider or multiplier.

PN performance by 4.3 dB. It is worth to note that the ready

presence of the 20 GHz output will significantly help with the

feedback phase detection, thus improving the power efficiency

and reducing the hardware complexity when used in a PLL.
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